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Abstract
The disadvantage of somaclonal variation is mainly related to its limitation to provide disease-free and uniform plantlet in a
large quantity and within a short duration. However, this technique faced a limited number of subculture and the use of the
plant growth regulator to induce the shoot formation during propagation time. Hence, the objective of this study is to
investigate the variation occur during prolong subculture with the increase of 6-benzylaminopurine (BAP) concentration, at
morphological and molecular level. The results showed that the prolong subculture at 15 mg L-1 BAP had inhibited the shoot
formation. The higher number of shoots per clump was observed at 5 mg L-1 at the 20th subculture. Genetic variation between
clones was assessed by Representation Difference Analysis (RDA) technique. It was found that there was no genetic variation
that can be amplified even though between the control and the BAP-treated explant. This implied a very small genetic
variation had occurred among clones. The findings of this study provided a basis for further investigation to a genomic region
in banana, that was susceptible to stress raised in tissue culture stage, especially when used higher concentrations of BAP (15
mg L-1) and number of subcultures. © 2020 Friends Science Publishers
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Introduction
Bananas are grown worldwide in more than 100 countries
for their fruit, fibre and as ornamental plants (Nelson et al.
2006). It is widely consumed globally and also uses as an
important staple food in many developing countries,
especially Africa. Besides, banana provides an important
source of basic nutrients for human nutrition. In 2016, it
covers about 16.9% of the total acreage for fruit production
with the estimation value of 309,507.6 metric tons of fruit in
Malaysia (DOA 2017). However, a major concern arises
which related to the existence of somaclonal variation in
tissue culture plantlets. This problem can affect the use of
tissue culture technique and become a limitation in the
banana industry (Bairu et al. 2011).
The use of BAP as a plant growth regulator had
provided various advantages in shoot tip cultures,
particularly in promoting the growth of axillaries,
adventitious buds and foliar development (Abeyaratne and
Lathiff 2002; Buah et al. 2010). Besides, abnormalities and
off-type plants might occur due to a high level of cytokinins,
which can lead to somaclonal variation (Martin et al. 2006;
Aremu et al. 2013). Previous research on banana cultivar

Nanjanagudu Rasabale showed that the optimum
concentration of BAP required for commercial production
was 5 mg L-1 or 22.2 µM (Bairu et al. 2008; Lalrinsanga and
Vanlaldiki 2013). Bairu et al. (2008) also reported that the
higher BAP concentration can inhibit the growth of banana
plantlets which resulting in the high abnormality index.
Similarly, application of 10 µM BAP can cause somaclonal
variation with the formation of the scalp in the plantain
cultivar Bluggoe (Dhed‟a et al. 1991). Furthermore, the
scalp formation of Musa species was within 7–9 months
(Strosse et al. 2003) and 8–12 months for plantain cultivar
Spambia (Sholi et al. 2009). It has been known that the
scalps morphology in banana tissue culture produced a
somaclonal variation that is used for good or bad traits (Juli
and Khalid 2002; Elhory et al. 2009; Shirani et al. 2010). In
another finding, Sheidai et al. (2008) had reported that a
number of subculturing had led to the production of
somaclonal variation in banana tissue culture.
Molecular markers have been reported to use as tool
for early detection of somaclonal variation at nursery stage
to avoid commercial loss and save the time consumption
during detection at field level (Bairu et al. 2011; Nwauzoma
and Jaja 2013). In a banana tissue culture study in laboratory
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scale, somaclonal variation occurred after 7th subcultures
which considered as the longest period for banana tissue
culture (Jambhale et al. 2001; Borse et al. 2011; Devi et al.
2017). However, if the culture is kept for more than 7th
subculture, it will reduce the cost and time consumption for
a new batch in banana tissue culture. In the present study,
the genetic of molecular change of explant to the 20th
subculture was assessed in order to investigate the incidence
of the somaclonal variant in banana tissue culture. For this
reason, molecular marker is the best approach to detect
somaclonal variation at the genetic level as this technique
provides information on genetic variation among different
individuals (Bairu et al. 2011). Representational Difference
Analysis (RDA) is a subtractive methodology that combines
the hybridization process and PCR. This method detects the
differences between two complex genomes that associated
with the genomic losses, rearrangement, mutation,
amplification and pathogenic expression (Lisitsyn et al.
1993; Lisitsyn, 1995; Michiels et al. 1998). The potential of
RDA as a molecular marker to detect early variation of
Cavendish banana through tissue culture had been reported
by many researchers (Cullis and Kunert 1999; Cullis and
Kunert 2000; Oh et al. 2007). This method was also being
done on other plant species such as date palm (Vorster et al.
2002; Johnson et al. 2009), oil palm (Cullis et al. 2007;
Sarpan et al. 2013), rice (Panaud et al. 2002; Shim et al.
2010) and oak (Zoldos et al. 2011).
In the present study, RDA were used to identify the
genomic differences associated with abnormalities that can
lead to somaclonal variation in banana tissue culture
plantlets. The objective of this study is to identify the
morphological differences in banana tissue culture at a
different BAP concentration and a number of subcultures.
The second objective is to investigate the possible genetic
changes appeared in abnormal banana tissue culture at the
20th subculture by using RDA.

supplemented with 5 mg L-1 of BAP for multiplication.

Materials and Methods

The RDA analysis was carried out following Lisitsyn et al.
(1993) by DNA from normal plantlets was used as driver
DNA while DNA from the off-type plant was used as tester
DNA. The RDA experiment was designed with two
treatments for driver and tester. Positive control in this
experiment was normal shoot being used as a tester and
driver (Table 1).

Plant materials
Banana cv. Berangan tissue culture clumps with multiple
shoots in 5 mg L-1 BAP media at the 7th subculture were
collected from a commercial tissue culture laboratory of the
Kelantan Biotech Corporation, Malaysia. After 10th
subculture, clumps with a diameter range from 1 to 1.5 cm
were used for the subsequent experiments with three
replications for each treatment (Fig. 1). The cultures were
maintained in the laboratory until another 10 subcultures.
The basal medium contained the full strength of MS
medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962) supplemented with
3% (w/v) sucrose and 0.275% (w/v) Gelrite® was prepared.
The pH of the media was adjusted to 5.8 and autoclaved at
121°C for 15 min at 15 psi. All cultures were maintained at
25 ± 2°C with 16-h photoperiod per day. For every 25 days,
multiple shoots were cultured in the fresh MS medium

Effect of different concentrations of BAP and number of
subcultures
Banana clumps were cultured in a solid media consisted of
the basal medium that supplemented with 5 mg L-1 of BAP
for three cycles before subjected to 3 different
concentrations of BAP (5, 10, and 15 mg L-1), while MS
without BAP was used as a control. The morphological
parameters that were observed after 25 days of subculture
comprised of the percentage of morphological difference
(normal shoot, rosette-like structure and scalp), number of
shoots per clump and number of scalps per clump. The
clump culture with shoot, leaves and root were defined as a
normal shoot. The rosette-like structure was defined as a
circular arrangement of leaves or structures that resembled
the leaves. The scalp contained many bulbous components,
generating white tissues and appeared like cauliflower with
the very high rate of proliferation derived from shoot tip
culture (Dhed‟a et al. 1991; Villalobos and Garcia 2008;
Sholi et al. 2009). Cultures were maintained for another 10th
cycle (11th to 20th subcultures) and morphological data were
recorded for each subculture. Fresh leave samples of
randomly selected shoots were collected at the 20th
subculture and used as a source of genomic DNA to
determine any possible genetic changes with control was
collected from the cultures on BAP free medium.
DNA extraction
Genomic DNA was isolated using the CTAB method
following the modified protocol of Doyle and Doyle (1987).
The DNA qualification and quantification were checked and
the samples were diluted with at 25 ng µL-1 concentration.
Representational different Analysis (RDA)

Statistical analysis
All experiments were conducted in at least triplicates and set
up in a completely randomized design. The statistical
analyses were carried out using the IBM S.P.S.S. Statistics.
The means values and standard deviation (SD) were
expressed based on the average of the three replicates. The
Duncan‟s Range Test was used for dissociation of means.

Results
The effect of different BAP concentrations (0, 5, 10 and 15
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mg L-1) and a different number of subcultures from 11th until
20th subculture for normal shoot formation in MS media was
evaluated. Results indicated that control group showed
higher percentage of normal shoot formation as compared to
in 5, 10 and 15 mg L-1 BAP treatments at 20th subculture
(Table 2). The entire clump in control showed normal shoot
at 15th subculture. Meanwhile, the normal shoots were not
observed in BAP treated clumps until the 20th subculture. In
this experiment, the rosette-like structure was observed in
banana clumps cultured with 5 and 10 mg L-1 of BAP
treatments after the 16th subculture onwards (Table 2). The
percentage was increased continuously from 16th subculture
onwards, which at 76.2% and 27% of the culture turn to
rosette in the 5 and 10 mg L-1 BAP treatments, respectively.
The highest rosette formed was recorded at 5 mg L-1 BAP
treatment as compared to 10 mg L-1 BAP treatment.
Besides, at the 20th subculture, the rosette in 5 mg L-1 and 10
mg L-1 of BAP were 95.9 and 57.6%, respectively.
For the scalp formation, it was observed in all
treatments and control at 11th to 14th subculture. As the
number of subcultures increased, the percentage of scalp
structure was decreased due to the development of either
normal shoot or rosette-like structure for 0, 5 and 10 mg L-1
BAP treatments. However, clumps were maintained in their
scalp structure for 15 mg L-1 of BAP treatment until 20th
subculture. The percentage of scalp structure was decreased
from 41.7% at 11th subculture to 30.8% at the 14th
subculture in the control treatment before it completely
changed into normal shoots at 15th subculture onwards. The
percentage of the scalp for 5 and 10 mg L-1 of BAP were
optimum (100%) starting from the 11th until the 15th
subculture. However, at 16th subculture, 5 mg L-1 of BAP
treatment was decreased at about 3 quarters from 100% to
23.8%. A similar trend was also observed for 10 mg L-1 of
BAP with a reduction at about one-quarter from 100% to
72.4%.
Results indicated that different BAP concentration
leads to different morphology of banana clump (Fig. 2).
Other than the production of normal shoots (Fig. 2–1a), the
rosette-like structure (Fig. 2–2a) and scalp (Fig. 2–3a and
Fig. 2–4a) also contained the small shoot. The shoot
multiplication of banana cv. Berangan in different BAP
concentration (0, 5, 10 and 15 mg L-1) at 11th to 20th
subcultures were recorded. It was observed that the highest
number of shoots per clump was 8.75 ± 0.62 at 16th
subculture, 22.1 ± 2.51 at 20th subculture, 11.3 ± 1.83 at 20th
and 1.31 ± 0.95 at 14th subculture for 0, 5, 10 and 15 mg L-1
BAP respectively (Table 3). Based on the statistical data
analysis, there was a significant difference between different
BAP concentrations and a different number of subcultures
on a number of shoots per clump. At 5 and 10 mg L-1 BAP
treatments had shown similar increment in the number of
shoots per clump from 11th subculture to 20th subculture.
The number of shoots produced was significantly differed
(P < 0.05) between control and 15 mg L-1 BAP treatment.
Meanwhile, the number of shoots in medium supplemented

Table 1: Driver and tester used for RDA analysis
Treatment
1 (Control)
2
3
4
5
6
7

Driver
Normal shoot
Normal shoot
Normal shoot
Scalp
Rosette-like structure
Banana cv. Tanduk
Normal shoot

Tester
Normal shoot
Rosette-like structure
Scalp
Normal shoot
Normal shoot
Normal shoot
Banana cv. Tanduk

Fig. 1: Clump with multiple shoots used as plant material at 10th
subculture. (Bar = 1 cm)

with 15 mg L-1 of BAP started to reduce from 11th (1.31 ±
0.95) to 20th (0.31 ± 1.09) subculture. The highest mean
number of shoots per clump was observed at 5 mg L-1 BAP
treatment at 20th subculture with the mean value of 22.10 ±
2.51.
The RDA method in this experiment was developed as
a result of unique genomic identification of different
products from somaclonal variation that could be selected
into DNA markers. This can be done by comparing of two
representations (amplicon) for the identification of different
abnormal morphologies in banana tissue culture. The RDA
method was selected in order to differentiate between
abnormal morphologies. The present study attempts to
investigate that different product were isolated as the normal
(control) used as a tester and the abnormal morphology used
as a driver. The first step of RDA started with the
preparation of amplicons or representation for driver and
tester from two DNA samples by cutting using restriction
enzyme following Lisitsyn (1995).
The result showed that there were no genetic
differences between the clones despite the observed
phenotypic variation at the tissue culture stages. In order to
confirm the present finding, positive control was used in the
next first round of subtraction, where the tester to driver
ratio was 1 to 100. The use of different cultivars in this
study act as a positive control. The results showed that only
positive control from another cultivar had produced
subtraction product which was proven successful in
isolation of genome differences between bananas from
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Table 2: Banana morphology; (Normal shoot, rosette-like structure and scalp) Produced at different concentrations of BAP and different
numbers of subculturing
Number of
subcultures
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0
58.3
58.3
69.2
69.2
100
100
100
100
100
100

Normal shoot (%)
Concentration of BAP (mg L-1)
5
10
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Rosette-like structure (%)
Concentration of BAP (mg L-1)
5
10
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
76.2
27.6
0
87.5
34.3
0
88.6
45.5
0
90.4
51.4
0
95.9
57.6
0

0
41.7
41.7
30.8
30.8
0
0
0
0
0
0

Scalp (%)
Concentration of BAP (mg L-1)
5
10
15
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
23.8
72.4
100
12.5
65.7
100
11.4
54.5
100
9.6
48.6
100
4.1
42.4
100

Fig. 2: Morphology of shoot multiplication per clump on control (MS0) treatments (1a) – (1j) = 11th – 20th subculture, 5 mg L-1 of BAP
(2a) – (2j) = 11th – 20th subculture, 10 mg L-1 of BAP (3a) – (3j) = 11th – 20th subculture and 15 mg L-1 of BAP (4a) – (4j) = 11th –
20th subculture on MS solid media for banana cv. Berangan (bar = 1 cm)

different cultivar (Fig. 3). These results suggested that this
technique was able to isolate genome differences, but not
sufficiently sensitive to isolate the genomic difference
between clones that derived from the same line.

Discussion
The effects of different concentration of BAP were
investigated in the clumps culture of banana cultivar
Berangan after 10th until 20th subculture. The morphological
changes in this experiment were according to the
morphological appearances. The abnormalities in banana
tissue culture were a major concern associated with a
somaclonal variation that can lead to non-uniform and offtype cultures (Bairu et al. 2011; Sahijram 2015; Krishna et
al. 2016). In plant tissue culture industry, somaclonal
variation can reduce the quality and commercial price in the
market (Cullis 2005; Vroh-Bi et al. 2011; Abdellatif et al.
2012). Somaclonal variation of banana plantlet also can

reduce the price value due to the lack of fruit quality and
unhealthy plants (Bakry et al. 2009). In the present study,
there were two types of morphological abnormalities have
been observed which comprised of rosette-like and scalp at
different concentration of BAP. These morphological
abnormalities were reported in the previous study (Shirani et
al. 2009; Sipen and Davey 2012). The use of plant growth
regulator like BAP at a certain concentration in the medium
can induce somaclonal variation (Martin et al. 2006).
Additionally, a higher level of BAP can cause abnormalities
which resulting in the production of not true-to-type plants
(Venkatachalam et al. 2007). In present finding,
abnormalities were observed at 5 and 10 mg L-1 BAP
treatments, producing rosette-like and scalp at 11th and 20th
subcultures respectively. Furthermore, at 15 mg L-1 of BAP
treatment, abnormalities occurred and produced scalp
morphology at 11th to 20th subculture. Jafari et al. (2011)
stated that the use of 33 µM of BAP had produced the
highest number of abnormalities which were the rosette-like
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Table 3: The mean number of banana cv. Berangan shoots
produced per clump at different concentrations of BAP
Number
of
subcultures
0
11
8.08 ± 0.76ij
12
8.08 ± 0.76ij
13
8.67 ± 0.79ij
14
8.41 ± 0.79ij
15
8.57 ± 0.51hij
16
8.75 ± 0.62ij
17
8.45 ± 0.6ij
18
8.23 ± 0.69ij
19
8.37 ± 0.49ij
20
8.43 ± 0.5ij

BAP Concentrations (mg L-1)
5
10
8.17 ± 0.72ij
2.31 ± 0.48op
ij
8.50 ± 0.52
2.69 ± 0.95no
9.00 ± 1.13hi 3.46 ± 0.66mn
9.75 ± 1.42gh 4.15 ± 0.9lm
11.15 ± 0.67f 4.56 ± 1.16l
12.29 ± 1.15de 5.83 ± 0.71k
12.73 ± 1.30d 7.57 ± 0.65j
14.40 ± 1.65c 8.54 ± 0.55ij
19.66 ± 2.43b 10.51 ± 0.95fg
22.10 ± 2.51a 11.32 ± 1.83ef

15
1.31 ± 0.95pq
1.31 ± 0.95pq
1.31 ± 0.95pq
1.31 ± 0.95pq
1.13 ± 0.99q
0.67 ± 0.90q
0.68 ± 0.89q
0.48 ± 0.77q
0.36 ± 1.04q
0.31 ± 1.09q

Different letters indicate values are significantly different (P ≤ 0.05) by Duncan‟s Multiple
Range Test; Values are mean ± standard deviations based on at least ten replicates

Fig. 3: Amplification of first hybridization [driver (100): tester
(1)] after treated by mungbean nuclease using JBam24 primer for
different morphologies as a driver and tester of banana cv.
Berangan after separation on a 1.5 % agarose gel. [M = 100 bp
ladder, lane 1 = driver (normal shoot) tester (normal shoot), lane 2
= driver (normal shoot) tester (rosette like structure), lane 3 =
driver (normal shoot) tester (scalp), lane 4 = driver (rosette like
structure) tester (normal shoot), lane 5 = driver (scalp) tester
(normal shoot), lane 6 = driver (normal shoot) tester (Banana cv.
Tanduk), lane 7 = driver (Banana cv. Tanduk) tester (normal
shoot) and lane 8 = negative control (water)]

and scalp morphologies in banana cultivar Berangan after 7
months of culture. Moreover, Elhory et al. (2009) reported
that banana cultivar Tanduk produced scalp morphology in
100 µM of BAP after 4th subculture. However, in different
finding by Shirani et al. (2010) the formation of scalp
morphology in banana cultivar Berangan was recorded after
4 months of culture using 11.1 µM of BAP.
The shoot multiplication of banana cultivar Berangan
was counted per clump at different concentration of BAP (0,
5, 10 and 15 mg L-1) after 10th until 20th subculture. These
results showed that different concentration of BAP had
produced a significantly different number of shoots.
Treatment with 5 mg L-1 of BAP also produced a
significantly higher number of shoots as compared to 10 and

15 mg L-1 of BAP. These results were similar to other
findings that indicated that the optimal number in terms of
shoot multiplication was observed in BAP concentration of
5 mg L-1 (McAlister et al. 2005; Bairu et al. 2008; Strosse et
al. 2008). Previous reports highlighted that the different
concentration of cytokinins leads to significant results on
shoot multiplication rate (Arinaitwe et al. 2000; Gubbuk et
al. 2004). Bhosale et al. (2011) had obtained 3 shoots per
explant with 5 mg L-1 BAP for banana cultivar Ardhapuri,
Basrai and Shrimanti on MS solid medium. However, a
study by Shirani et al. (2010) had produced 8 and 10 shoots
per explant for banana cultivar Berangan and Rastali after
60 days of culture. According to Jambhale et al. (2001), the
rate of shoot multiplication on banana subculture was
declined from 1st until 8th subculture and the plants became
stunted after 14th subculture. However, in present finding,
the shoot multiplication in 5 mg L-1 of BAP was increased
from 11th to 20th of subculture.
In addition, treatment with 10 mg L-1 of BAP produced
19.9 shoots as compared to treatment with 3 mg L-1 of BAP
after two subcultures for banana cultivar Grand Naine
(Matsumoto et al. 2006). According to Bairu et al. (2006),
high multiplication rate using plant growth regulators can
lead to more variation. However, Bairu et al. (2008) stated
that at 5 mg L-1 of BAP did not cause any effect of a
somaclonal variation on the 5th subculture. The number of
shoots multiplication increased with the number of
subcultures using BAP as a plant growth regulator
(Muhammad et al. 2004; Mukunthakumar et al. 2010).
Sheidai et al. (2008) reported that a minimal number of
subculturing processes may reduce the percentages of
somaclonal variation in banana tissue culture. Mohamed
(2007) suggested that somaclonal variation rate was higher
after 6th clonal generation. In the present study, it was
observed that 15 mg L-1 of BAP treatment showed
inhibitory effects due to one or no shoot produced. Hence, it
can be stated that the inhibitory effect was related to shoot
multiplication of banana tissue culture. The study by many
researches supported that the BAP concentration treatment
causes the inhibitory effect on the shoot multiplication rate
(Gubbuk et al. 2004; Bairu et al. 2008; Strosse et al. 2008).
The scalps were commonly used as a plant material for
cell suspensions (Sholi et al. 2009), plant transformation
(Acereto-Escoffié et al. 2005) and somatic embryogenesis
culture (Strosse et al. 2006). According to Strosse et al.
(2006), a high concentration of BAP can produce scalps
after 9th subculture depending on the cultivar used. Besides,
Sadik et al. (2007) reported that the used 100 µM BAP can
induce scalps for banana cultivar Musakala, Kibuzi,
Mbwazirume and Lwandugu. These findings support the
results of present study as the culture remained in scalp
morphology when higher concentrations of BAP were used
after 20th subculture. The frequent subculturing process to a
new fresh medium can reduce phenolic compound excreted
by banana plantlets by cutting off an unnecessary leaf, root
or rhizome (Srangsam and Kanchanapoom 2003). It was
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also shown that increased rate of shoots multiplication for
every clonal generation in banana tissue culture (Bairu et al.
2006; Rout et al. 2009; Sadik et al. 2012). In addition, the
profit in a banana tissue culture industry depends on the
shoot multiplication rate for every number of subcultures
(Chavan-Patil et al. 2010). The number of shoots
multiplication rate increased with the increased number of
subcultures using BAP as a plant growth regulator
(Muhammad et al. 2004; Mukunthakumar et al. 2010).
Sheidai et al. (2008) reported that the number of
subculturing processes may produce a few percentages of
somaclonal variation in banana tissue culture. However,
Mohamed (2007) suggested that the somaclonal variation
rate was only high after 6th clonal generation. According to
Strosse et al. (2006), a high concentration of BAP can cause
scalps formation after 9th subculture depending on the
cultivar used.
The advantage of RDA was mainly in term of
classification of specific polymorphisms in a specific
individual by pooled DNA samples, rather than depending
on the identification based on a particular pattern of
polymorphic bands (Vorster et al. 2002). However, the
disadvantage of RDA was related to a test on a small
portion of the entire genome, which only revealed on some
part of differences between the DNA tested (Cullis et al.
2002). The digested genomic DNA of three morphologies
differences (normal shoot, rosette and scalp) with HpaII
showed incomplete digestion which was not appropriate for
amplicon preparation. The BamHI was tested and it showed
a complete digestion after being viewed on agarose gel
electrophoresis. The right selection of restriction enzymes
to produce representational (amplicon) is a key success in
RDA (Sarpan et al. 2013). According to Chang (2002), for
optimal PCR amplification, the restriction fragments must
between 200 to 1000 bp. Besides, Lisitsyn et al. (1993)
suggested that each representation contained 2 to 15 % of
the genome. This percentage was based on the restriction
endonuclease site and efficiency of amplification using
PCR to regenerate fragments. However, not all RDA will
show a possible different product between two genomes
(Chang 2002). The selection of restriction enzyme can be
improved by sequencing of more RDA fragments from
subtractions to develop a larger set of restriction enzymes
in order to allow sufficient selection of informative
differences (Sarpan et al. 2013). Another study showed that
the RDA analysis can be distinguished by different
interspecies such as rice (Panaud et al. 2002; Shim et al.
2010) and date palm (Vorster et al. 2002). In order to
completely understand the changes in the somaclonal
variation of abnormal banana tissue, particularly with
different morphologies, more works need to be conducted
in the future.

Conclusion
Based on the current finding, banana clumps from 11th – 20th

subculture of banana cv. Berangan had been successfully
carried out. Three morphologies different were derived from
the different concentration of BAP and number of
subcultures had produced the normal shoot, rosette-like
structure and scalp in the culture at 20th subculture. RDA
verification failed to indicate any changes in different
morphologies of abnormal banana tissue culture at 20th
subculture.
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